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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

The Yilgarn Operations includes the mining of ore deposits at the Koolyanobbing Range, Mt Jackson 

Range, Windarling Range and the Deception Deposit within the Shire of Yilgarn and the Shire of 

Menzies.  Mi i g has o u ed at Kool a o i g si e the 6 s. Cliffs Asia Pacific Iron Ore Pty Ltd 

(Cliffs) (formerly known Formally known as Portman Iron Ore) recommissioned the operations from 

BHP Pt  Ltd i  the ea l  s a d ope ated the i e f o   u til . 

Cliffs ceased mining operations at Koolyanobbing in early 2018 and entered into an Asset Sale 

Agreement with Mineral Resources Limited (MRL) on 12 June 2018. All assets were transferred to 

the wholly owned MRL subsidiary Yilgarn Iron Pty Ltd (YIPL) and mining re-commenced at 

Koolyanobbing in September 2018. 

Cliffs submitted a Compliance Assessment Plan (CAP) for Ministerial Statement MS982 (MS928) to 

OEPA in October 2014. OEPA approved the CAP on 2 December 2014 and determined that the CAP 

met the requirements of Conditions 3-1 and 3-2 of Statement 982 (OEPA Ref: 2014-0000970068).   

The purpose of this CAP is to update details affected by changes to the Proponent for MS982 and 

the location of publicly available reports outlined in Section 2.7. The update does not impact on any 

actions or requirements of the CAP that was approved by OEPA in 2014. 

1.2 Approvals History 

The Yilgarn Operations were originally regulated by seven Statement approvals issued by the 

Western Australian Minister for Environment under s45 (5) under the Environmental Protection Act 

1986 (WA) (EP Act) between 2003 and 2012, being: 

a) Statement 627 for the Windarling Range Deposits W1, W2, W3/5 and W4 West, and the Mt 

Jackson Range Deposits J2 and J3 (WA Minister for Environment 2003); 

b) Statement 802 for the Windarling Range W2 Deposit Deepening (WA Minister for Environment 

2009); 

c) Statement 843 for the Mt Jackson J1 Deposit (WA Minister for Environment 2010); 

d) Statement 874 for the Windarling Range W1 Deposit (WA Minister for Environment 2011); 

e) Statement 900 for the Deception Deposit (WA Minister for Environment 2012a); 

f) Statement 907 for the Windarling Range W3/5 Deposit Deepening (WA Minister for 

Environment 2012b); and 

g) Statement 909 for the Windarling Range W4 East Deposit (WA Minister for Environment 

2012c). 

In September 2012, Cliffs was approached by the Office of the Environmental Protection Authority 

(OEPA) with a suggestion to investigate the potential to consolidate the above seven Statements into 

a single Statement.  This approach by OEPA was prompted by an enquiry from the Minister for 

Environment as a result of a number of Statement approvals for connected mine operations being 

issued in relatively quick succession towards the end of the 2012 year. 

Cliffs considered that there would be a number of benefits for both OEPA and Cliffs if the Statement 

approvals were consolidated, being an opportunity to; 

a) Clearly define the approved impact areas for the mine operations; 
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b) Clarify and simplify the environmental management conditions, whilst also ensuring 

o siste  ith Cliffs  u e t e i o e tal a age e t p a ti es a d the E i o e tal 
P ote tio  Autho it s EPA  u e t o ditio  d afti g practices; 

c) Achieve consistency in the conditional requirements for environmental aspects that are 

common across the mine operations; 

d) Minimise the compliance reporting requirements to a single annual report for Cliffs to prepare 

and for OEPA to subsequently review and audit; 

e) Avoid a separate s46 process that had been previously suggested by OEPA as a potential 

avenue for resolution to a drafting/interpretation issue with Condition 8 of the Statement 843 

approval; 

f) Allow for the incorporation of other minor aspe ts of Cliffs  i e ope atio s that a e u e tl  
not regulated under the Statement approvals, so as to encompass the entire spatial extent of 

Cliffs  i e ope atio s a d e su e o siste  of the e i o e tal a age e t p a ti es 
across all areas; and 

g) E te d the ou da ies of the Wi da li g Ra ge A ea A  i i g e lusio  a ea to e o pass 
further individuals of the Rare Flora taxa Tetratheca paynterae ssp. paynterae, consistent with 

the Mi iste  fo  E i o e t s o igi al i te t fo  A ea A . 

Cliffs was granted environmental approval for the consolidation of previous statements under both 

s45C and s46 of the Environmental Protection Act 1986 (WA) on 24th September 2014 through 

Ministerial Statement 982 (MS982). 

1.3 Purpose 

Cliffs prepared the Compliance Assess e t Pla  CAP  i  adhe e e ith the OEPA Post Assess e t 
Guideli e fo  P epa i g a Co plia e Assess e t Pla  August . The CAP meets the 

requirements of Condition 3-1 and 3-2.  

Condition 3 of statement 982 states: 

3 Compliance Reporting 

3-1 The proponent shall maintain a compliance assessment plan to the satisfaction of 

the CEO. 

3-2 The proponent shall submit to the CEO the Compliance Assessment Plan required by 

condition 3-1 at least six months prior to the first compliance report required by condition 3-

6.   

The Compliance Assessment Plan shall indicate: 

1. the frequency of compliance reporting; 

2. the approach and timing of compliance assessments; 

3. the retention of compliance assessments; 

4. the method of reporting of potential non-compliances and corrective actions 

taken; and 

5. the table of contents of compliance assessment reports. 

3-3 The proponent shall assess compliance with conditions in accordance with the 

compliance assessment plan required by condition 3-1. 
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3-4 The proponent shall retain reports of all compliance assessments described in the 

Compliance Assessment Plan required by condition 3-1 and shall make those reports 

available when requested by the CEO. 

3-5 The proponent shall advise the CEO of any potential non-compliance within seven 

days of that non-compliance being known. 

3-6 The proponent shall submit an Annual Compliance Report to the CEO by 30 April 

each year, or as otherwise agreed by the CEO, addressing the period of the preceding 

calendar year.  

  The compliance assessment report shall:   

1. e e dorsed  the propo e t’s Ma agi g Dire tor/Ge eral Ma ager/Chief 
Executive Officer or a person delegated to sign on the Managing 

Dire tor’s/Ge eral Ma ager’s/Chief E e uti e Offi er’s ehalf; 

2. address the propo e t’s o plia e ith ea h o ditio  of this State e t; 

3. describe corrective and preventative actions taken in the event of a non-

compliance; and 

4. indicate any proposed changes to the Compliance Assessment Plan required by 

condition 3-1.  

 

The CAP will be maintained by YIPL. Any proposed change(s) to the CAP will be detailed within the 

annual Compliance Report in accordance with Condition 3-6-4 of Statement 982. 

2. COMPLIANCE ASSESSMENT PLAN 

2.1 Frequency of Compliance Reporting 

Reporting to the Director General of the Department of Water and Environmental Regulation 

(DWER) will occur annually on the 30th of April covering the previous calendar year. This requirement 

is detailed in Condition 3-6 of MS982. The first CAR is due in 2015. 

2.2 Approach and Timing of Compliance Assessments 

YIPL will assess compliance with MS982 conditions from 1st January to 31st December for the 

previous calendar year with the final report submitted to the Director General – (DWER) by the 30th 

April. Evaluation of all data, reports, management plan commitments and other information will be 

taken into account when assessing adherence to MS982 conditions.  

2.3 Retention of Compliance Assessments 

All CARs will be retained electronically on YIPL s systems and made available to the Director General 

– (DWER) upon request as required by Condition 3-4 of MS982. CARs, along with all supporting 

information, will be stored for the life of the project. 

2.4 Reporting Non-Compliances and Corrective Actions 

YIPL will report non-compliances and potential non-compliances to the Director General – DWER 

within 7 days of that non-compliance being known in accordance with the requirements of Condition 

3-5 of MS982. Depending on the severity of the non-compliance the method of the reporting will be 
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a phone call with a written report to follow or an initial email with a follow up written report.  The 

responsibility for reporting lies with the Environmental Manager – Operation.  

Reports will include date, time, location, details, impact, remedial actions and root cause of the non-

compliance along with preventive and corrective actions. Non-compliances and potential non-

o plia es a d the o e ti e a tio s ill e i luded i  the CAR i  Se tio   of Post Assess e t 
Form 2 – State e t of Co plia e  a o da e ith the e ui e e ts of Condition 3-6-3 of MS982. 

2.5 Table of Contents of Compliance Reports 

At a minimum the table of contents for the CAR will include: 

 Introduction 

 Project status 

 Statement of Compliance 

 Details of Declared Compliance 

 Environmental Monitoring 

2.6 Audit Table 

Auditing will be undertaken internally by YIPL. The Audit Table (Attachment 1) was prepared by Cliffs 

i  adhe e e to OEPA Post Assessment Guideline for Preparing and Audit Table  August . It is 

the main tool that will be utilized during the internal auditing and compliance assessment process. 

The Audit Table lists all conditions, details on meeting compliance and timing. 

2.7 Public Availability of Compliance Reports 

Compliance Reports will be available to the public for download from MRL s website at 

www.mineralresources.com.au.  

3. REFERENCES 

OEPA, Post Assessment Guideline for Preparing a Compliance Assessment Plan, Post Assessment 

Guideline No.2, Office of the Environmental Protection Authority, August 2012 

OEPA, Post Assessment Guideline for Preparing an Audit Table, Post Assessment Guideline No. 1, 

Office of the Environmental Protection Authority, August 2012 

OEPA, Statement of Compliance, Post Assessment Form 2, Office of the Environmental Protection 

Authority, December 2012 

 

  

http://www.mineralresources.com.au/
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Attachment 1 – Audit Table 



  AUDIT TABLE 

Statement Compliance Section 

PROJECT: YILGARN OPERATIONS – WINDARLING RANGE, MT JACKSON RANGE AND DECEPTION 

DEPOSIT – SHIRE OF YILGARN AND SHIRE OF MENZIES 

Statement 982 

 

10/20/2014   Page 1 of 9 

Government of Western Australia 
Office of the Environmental Protection Authority 

Note: 

• Phases that apply in this table = Pre-Construction, Construction, Operation, Decommissioning, Overall (several phases). 

• This audit table is a summary and timetable of conditions and commitments applying to this project. Refer to the Minister’s Statement for full detail/precise wording of individual elements. 

• Code prefixes: M = Minister’s condition, P = Proponent’s commitment. 

• Acronyms list: CEO = Chief Executive Officer of OEPA; DER = Department of Environment Regulation; DPAW = Department of Parks and Wildlife; DIA = Department of Indigenous Affairs; DMP = Department of Mining and Petroleum; EPA = Environmental Protection Authority; 

DoH = Department of Health; DoW = Department of Water, Minister for Env = Minister for the Environment; OEPA = Office of the Environmental Protection Authority. 

• Compliance Status: C = Compliant, CLD = Completed, NA = Not Audited, NC = Non – compliant, NR = Not Required at this stage.  Please note the terms VR = Verification Required and IP = In Process are only for OEPA use. 

   

 

Audit Code Subject Requirement How Evidence Phase Timeframe Status Further Information 

982:M1.1 Proposal 

Implementation 

When implementing the proposal, the proponent shall 

not exceed the authorised extent of the proposal as 

defined in Column 3 of Table 2 in Schedule 1, unless 

amendments to the proposal and the authorised 

extent of the proposal have been approved under the 

Environmental Protection Act 1986 (EP Act). 

Project implemented to limits 

described in Column 3 of Table 2. 

Compliance Assessment 

Report (CAR) 

Overall Annually 30th 

April 

  

982:M2.1 Contact Details The proponent shall notify the CEO of any change of 

its name, physical address or postal address for the 

serving of notices or other correspondence within 28 

days of such change. Where the proponent is a 

corporation or an association of persons, whether 

incorporated or not, the postal address is that of the 

principal place of business or of the principal office in 

the State. 

Written notification Correspondence notifying 

the CEO of change to 

name or address 

Overall Within 28 days of 

such change. 

  

982:M3.1 Compliance Reporting The proponent shall maintain a Compliance 

Assessment Plan to the satisfaction of the CEO. 

Maintain Compliance Assessment Plan 

(CAP) 

Approved CAP  Overall Ongoing   

982:M3.2 Compliance Reporting The proponent shall submit to the CEO the 

Compliance Assessment Plan required by condition 3-

1 at least six months prior to the first compliance 

assessment report required by condition 3-6. The 

Compliance Assessment Plan shall indicate: (1) the 

frequency of compliance reporting; (2) the approach 

and timing of compliance assessments; (3) the 

retention of compliance assessments; (4) the method 

of reporting of potential non-compliances and 

corrective actions taken; and (5) the table of contents 

of compliance assessment reports. 

Develop CAP in adherence to 

condition 3.2 

Approved CAP Operation 6 months prior to 

first Compliance 

Assessment 

Report due, 30th 

October 2014. 

  

982:M3.3 Compliance Reporting The proponent shall assess compliance with 

conditions in accordance with the Compliance 

Assessment Plan required by condition 3-1. 

CAP to be utilized when preparing 

Compliance Assessment Report 

Annual CAR Overall Annually 30th 

April 

  

982:M3.4 Compliance Reporting The proponent shall retain reports of all compliance 

assessments described in the compliance assessment 

plan required by condition 3-1 and shall make those 

reports available when requested by the CEO. 

Retain compliance assessments and 

provided to CEO upon request. 

CAR will be retained on 

Cliffs’ computer network 

and submitted to the 

OEPA in accordance with 

the CAP and be made 

available upon request. 

Overall When requested 

by the CEO 

  

982:M3.5 Compliance Reporting The proponent shall advise the CEO of any potential Written notification Correspondence notifying Overall Within seven   
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Audit Code Subject Requirement How Evidence Phase Timeframe Status Further Information 

non-compliance within seven days of that non-

compliance being known. 

the CEO days of the 

potential non-

compliance being 

known 

982:M3.6 Compliance Reporting The proponent shall submit to the CEO an annual 

Compliance Assessment Report by 30 April of each 

year, or as otherwise agreed by the CEO, addressing 

the period of the preceding calendar year The 

compliance assessment report shall: (1) be endorsed 

by the proponent’s Managing Director / General 

Manager / Chief Executive Officer or a person 

delegated to sign on the Managing Director’s / 

General Manager’s / Chief Executive Officer’s behalf; 

(2) address the proponent’s compliance with each 

condition of this Statement; (3) describe corrective 

and preventative actions taken in the event of a non-

compliance; and (4) indicate any proposed changes to 

the Compliance Assessment Plan required by 

condition 3-1.  

Annual CAR will be endorsed, address 

compliance to statement 982, if 

necessary list corrective and 

preventive actions of non-compliance 

and changes to CAP 

Annual CAR Overall Annually 30th 

April 

  

982:M4.1 Public Availability of 

Plans and Reports 

Subject to condition 4-2, within a reasonable time 

period approved by the CEO of the issue of this 

Statement and for the remainder of the life of the 

proposal, the proponent shall make publicly available, 

in a manner approved by the CEO, all environmental 

plans and reports required under this Statement. 

Annual CAR to be made publically 

available via Cliffs’ website. 

http://www.cliffsnaturalr

esources.com/EN/Sustain

ability/ResponsibleBusine

ss/Pages/AsiaPacificEnvir

onmentalStewardship.asp

x 

Overall Ongoing   

982:M4.2 Public Availability of 

Plans and Reports 

If any parts of the plans or reports referred to in 

condition 4-1 contains particulars of: (1) a secret 

formula or process; or (2) confidential commercially 

sensitive information; the proponent may submit a 

request for approval from the CEO to not make those 

parts of the plans or reports publically available. In 

making such a request the proponent shall provide 

the CEO with an explanation and reasons why those 

parts of the plans or reports should not be made 

publically available. 

Written notification requesting 

reports/plans not be made publicly 

available 

Correspondence to the 

CEO  

Overall Ongoing   

982:M5.1 Environmental 

Management Plans 

The proponent shall implement the proposal in 

accordance with the following approved 

Environmental Management Plans until condition 6-1 

and condition 9-1 have been complied with, or unless 

otherwise agreed by the CEO: (1) Koolyanobbing 

Expansion Project – Northern Tenements Transport 

Corridor (Haul Road) Environmental Management 

Plan (2010). (2) Koolyanobbing Iron Ore Project – 

Biodiversity Research and Management Plan (2009). 

(3) Koolyanobbing Iron Ore Project – Malleefowl 

Continue to implement current 

management plans until conditions 6-

1 and 9-1 are completed. 

Annual CAR Operation Until 24th 

September 2015 
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Audit Code Subject Requirement How Evidence Phase Timeframe Status Further Information 

Conservation Plan (2009). (4) Yilgarn Operations Land 

Clearing Management Plan (2011). (5) Yilgarn 

Operations Dust Management Plan (2011). (6) Yilgarn 

Operations Fire Management Plan (2011). (7) Yilgarn 

Operations Weed Management Plan (2011). (8) Mt 

Jackson J1 Proposed Flora and Vegetation Monitoring 

Program (2012). 

982:M6.1 Flora and Vegetation 

Management Plan 

The proponent shall ensure that the implementation 

of the proposal is carried out in a manner that 

minimises the direct and indirect impacts to 

conservation significant flora and vegetation through 

implementation of the Flora and Vegetation 

Management Plan required by conditions 6-2 and 6-3. 

Implement the Flora and Vegetation 

Management Plan 

Annual CAR Operation Ongoing from 

24th September 

2015 

  

982:M6.2 Flora and Vegetation 

Management Plan 

Within 12 months of the date of this Statement, or as 

otherwise agreed by the CEO, the proponent shall 

submit to the CEO a Flora and Vegetation 

Management Plan for the Yilgarn Operations, to the 

requirements of the CEO, in consultation with Parks 

and Wildlife. 

Develop a  Flora and Vegetation 

Management Plan in consultation with 

Parks and Wildlife and submit to the 

CEO 

Annual CAR Operation By 24th 

September 2015 

  

982:M6.3 Flora and Vegetation 

Management Plan 

The Flora and Vegetation Management Plan shall 

include: (1) the management actions, targets and 

criteria to be applied to avoid and/or minimise the 

environmental impacts to conservation significant 

flora and vegetation from processes including, but not 

limited to, land clearing, changes in surface water 

flows, introduced flora (weeds), dust, fire, saline 

water and introduced fauna which may result from 

implementation of the proposal; and (2) monitoring to 

measure the performance of the management actions 

against the targets and criteria identified in the Flora 

and Vegetation Management Plan. 

Develop Flora and Vegetation 

Management Plan in adherence to 

condition 6.3 

Annual CAR  Overall Ongoing from 

24th September 

2015 

  

982:M6.4 Flora and Vegetation 

Management Plan 

The proponent shall implement the approved Flora 

and Vegetation Management Plan required by 

condition 6-2, and continue implementation until 

otherwise agreed by the CEO, on advice of Parks and 

Wildlife. 

Implement the Flora and Vegetation 

Management Plan 

Annual CAR Overall Ongoing   

982:M6.5 Flora and Vegetation 

Management Plan 

In the event that monitoring required by condition 6-3 

indicates a decline in the health or abundance of 

conservation significant flora and/or vegetation 

outside areas to be cleared the proponent shall: (1) 

report such findings to the CEO within 21 days of the 

decline being identified; (2) provide information which 

allows determination of the cause of the decline; (3) 

submit actions to be undertaken to remediate the 

decline to the CEO within 21 days of the 

Written correspondence to the CEO 

 

Consultation with Parks and Wildlife 

Report submitted to CEO 

 

Overall Within 21 days of 

decline  being 

identified 
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determination being made by the CEO if the decline is 

determined by the CEO to be a result of activities 

undertaken in implementing the proposal; and (4) 

implement the actions to remediate the decline of 

conservation significant flora and vegetation upon 

approval of the CEO, on advice of Parks and Wildlife, 

and shall continue until such time as the CEO, on 

advice of Parks and Wildlife, determines that the 

remedial actions may cease. 

982:M6.6 Flora and Vegetation 

Management Plan 

Revisions to the Flora and Vegetation Management 

Plan may be approved by the CEO on the advice of 

Parks and Wildlife. 

If necessary provide revision of 

management plan to CEO for approval 

Approved Flora and 

Vegetation Management 

Plan 

Overall Ongoing   

982:M6.7 Flora and Vegetation 

Management Plan 

The proponent shall implement approved revisions of 

the Flora and Vegetation Management Plan required 

by condition 6-6. 

Implement approved Flora and 

Vegetation Management Plan 

Annual CAR Overall Ongoing   

982:M7.1 Restricted Areas and 

Management of 

Tetratheca paynterae 

ssp. paynterae at the 

Windarling Range 

For the purposes of protecting the Rare Flora species 

Tetratheca paynterae ssp. paynterae, no ground 

disturbing activity shall occur in the area designated 

‘Area A’, as identified in Figure 2 of Schedule 1. 

There will be no ground disturbance of 

‘Area A’ of Figure 2  

Annual CAR Overall Ongoing   

982:M7.2  Restricted Areas and 

Management of 

Tetratheca paynterae 

ssp. paynterae at the 

Windarling Range 

For the purposes of protecting the Rare Flora species 

Tetratheca paynterae ssp. paynterae the proponent 

shall ensure that no ground disturbing activity shall 

occur in the area designated ‘Area B’ identified on 

Figure 2 of Schedule 1, unless the requirements of 

conditions 7-3, 7-4 and 7-5 have been complied with. 

There will be no ground disturbance of 

‘Area B’ of Figure 2 unless 

requirements of conditions 7-3, 7-4 

and 7-5 have been complied with 

Approved Tetratheca 

paynterae ssp. paynterae 

Research and 

Management Plan 

Operation Prior to ground 

disturbing 

activities 

  

982:M7.3 Restricted Areas and 

Management of 

Tetratheca paynterae 

ssp. paynterae at the 

Windarling Range 

Where the proponent seeks to undertake ground 

disturbing activity within ‘Area B’, the proponent shall 

prepare a Tetratheca paynterae ssp. paynterae 

Research and Management Plan and a Tetratheca 

paynterae ssp. paynterae Recovery Plan to the 

requirements of the Minister for Environment on the 

advice of Parks and Wildlife. 

Develop Tetratheca paynterae ssp. 

paynterae Research and Management 

Plan and a Tetratheca paynterae ssp. 

paynterae Recovery Plan to the 

requirements of the Minister for 

Environment on the advice of Parks 

and Wildlife 

Approved Tetratheca 

paynterae ssp. paynterae 

Research and 

Management Plan 

Operation Prior to ground 

disturbing 

activities 

  

982:M7.4 Restricted Areas and 

Management of 

Tetratheca paynterae 

ssp. paynterae at the 

Windarling Range 

The Tetratheca paynterae ssp. paynterae Research 

and Management Plan required by condition 7-3 shall 

include: (1) monitoring of the numbers of Tetratheca 

paynterae ssp. paynterae individuals, their health, 

viability of the population, and reproductive success 

within ‘Area A’ and ‘Area B’; (2) research into the 

ecology and potential translocation of Tetratheca 

paynterae ssp. paynterae with a focus on the specific 

natural habitat requirements of the species; (3) 

research into the pollination vector(s) of Tetratheca 

paynterae ssp. Paynterae to identify the vector(s) and 

the specific ecological requirements; (4) management 

Develop Tetratheca paynterae ssp. 

paynterae Research and Management 

Plan in adherence to condition 7.4 

Approved Tetratheca 

paynterae ssp. paynterae 

Research and 

Management Plan 

Operation Prior to ground 

disturbing 

activities 
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measures to protect the health, viability, and 

reproductive success of the Tetratheca paynterae ssp. 

paynterae population; and (5) measures to support 

the secure conservation tenure for the remaining 

population of Tetratheca paynterae ssp. paynterae. 

982:M7.5 Restricted Areas and 

Management of 

Tetratheca paynterae 

ssp. paynterae at the 

Windarling Range 

The proponent shall implement the approved 

Tetratheca paynterae ssp. paynterae Research and 

Management Plan and Tetratheca paynterae ssp. 

paynterae Recovery Plan required by condition 7-3, 

until advised by the Minister for Environment that 

implementation may cease. 

Implement Tetratheca paynterae ssp. 

paynterae Research and Management 

Plan 

Approved Tetratheca 

paynterae ssp. paynterae 

Research and 

Management Plan 

Operation Prior to ground 

disturbing 

activities 

  

982:M7.6 Restricted Areas and 

Management of 

Tetratheca paynterae 

ssp. paynterae at the 

Windarling Range 

Ground disturbing activity within the area designated 

‘Area B’ may only occur when the Minister for 

Environment, on the advice of Parks and Wildlife, is 

satisfied and provides written advice stating that it has 

been demonstrated that ground disturbing activity in 

whole or part of the area designated ‘Area B’, will not 

result in a reduction in the viability of the population 

of Tetratheca paynterae ssp. paynterae, and may 

proceed. 

Ground disturbance not to occur in 

‘Area B’ until approval from the 

Minister for the Environment 

Approval from the 

Minister for the 

Environment 

Operation Prior to ground 

disturbing 

activities 

  

982:M7.7 Restricted Areas and 

Management of 

Tetratheca paynterae 

ssp. paynterae at the 

Windarling Range 

The proponent shall report the results and outcomes 

of the Tetratheca paynterae ssp. paynterae Research 

and Management Plan and Tetratheca paynterae ssp. 

paynterae Recovery Plan annually to Parks and 

Wildlife. 

Annual Tetratheca paynterae 

Research Progress Report 

Annual Tetratheca 

paynterae Research 

Progress Report 

submitted to Park and 

Wildlife 

Operation Annually once 

ground 

disturbance 

occurs  

  

982:M8.1 Mitigation of impacts 

to Calytrix viscida for 

the Deception Deposit 

Prior to impacting the Priority Flora species Calytrix 

viscida at the Deception Deposit, the proponent shall 

collect seeds and plant material of the Calytrix viscida 

that will be impacted. The seeds and plant material 

will be stored in a facility that is capable of 

maintaining their viability for use during rehabilitation 

works at the Deception Deposit. 

Seed to be collected and stored 

periodically  

Annual CAR Overall Ongoing   

982:M8.2 Mitigation of impacts 

to Calytrix viscida for 

the Deception Deposit 

Where the Calytrix viscida is impacted by mining at 

the Deception Deposit, the proponent shall undertake 

a targeted regional flora survey to the satisfaction of 

the CEO to improve knowledge of the presence and 

abundance of Calytrix viscida outside of the approved 

disturbance area for the Deception Deposit. The 

survey shall be conducted in accordance with 

Environmental Protection Authority Guidance 

Statement 51 Terrestrial Flora and Vegetation Surveys 

for Environmental Impact Assessment in Western 

Australia (June 2004) or its revisions. 

Conduct regional flora survey  in 

adherence to condition 8.2 

Regional Flora Survey Overall If Calytrix viscida 

is impacted by 

mining 

  

982:M8.3 Mitigation of impacts 

to Calytrix viscida for 

the Deception Deposit 

Unless otherwise agreed with the CEO, the proponent 

shall report to the CEO on the findings of the targeted 

regional flora survey required under condition 8-2 

Regional Flora Survey Survey submitted to CEO Overall Within 24 months 

of impact 
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within 24 months of impact to Calytrix viscida. 

982:M9.1 Fauna Management 

Plan 

The proponent shall ensure that the implementation 

of the proposal is carried out in a manner that 

minimises the direct and indirect impacts to 

conservation significant fauna through 

implementation of the Fauna Management Plan 

required by conditions 9-2 and 9-3. 

Implement Fauna Management Plan Annual CAR Overall Ongoing   

982:M9.2 Fauna Management 

Plan 

Within 12 months of the date of this Statement, or as 

otherwise agreed by the CEO, the proponent shall 

submit to the CEO a Fauna Management Plan for the 

Yilgarn Operations to the requirements of the CEO, in 

consultation with Parks and Wildlife. 

Develop a Fauna Management Plan in 

consultation with Parks and Wildlife 

and submit to the CEO 

Annual CAR Operation By 24th 

September 2015 

  

982:M9.3 Fauna Management 

Plan 

The Fauna Management Plan shall include: (1) the 

management actions, targets and/or criteria to be 

applied to avoid and/or minimise the environmental 

impacts to conservation significant fauna, including 

Malleefowl (Leipoa ocellata), from processes 

including, but not limited to, land clearing, changes in 

surface water flows, introduced flora (weeds), dust, 

fire, saline water and introduced fauna resulting from 

implementation of the proposal; and (2) monitoring to 

measure and report the performance of management 

actions against the targets and/or criteria identified in 

condition 9-3(1). 

Develop Fauna Management Plan in 

adherence to condition 9.3 

Annual CAR Overall Ongoing from 

24th September 

2015 

  

982:M9.4 Fauna Management 

Plan 

The proponent shall implement the Fauna 

Management Plan required by condition 9-2, and 

continue implementation unless otherwise agreed by 

the CEO, on the advice of Parks and Wildlife. 

Implement the Fauna Management 

Plan 

Annual CAR Overall Ongoing   

982:M9.5 Fauna Management 

Plan 

In the event that monitoring undertaken in 

accordance with condition 9-3 indicates a decline in 

the health or abundance of conservation significant 

fauna, including Malleefowl (Leipoa ocellata), 

populations within the proposal area: (1) report such 

findings to the CEO within 21 days of the decline being 

identified; (2) provide information which allows 

determination of the cause of the decline; (3) submit 

actions to be undertaken to remediate the decline to 

the CEO within 21 days of the determination being 

made by the CEO if the decline is determined by the 

CEO to be a result of activities undertaken in 

implementing the proposal; and (4) implement the 

actions to remediate the decline of conservation 

significant fauna upon approval of the CEO, on advice 

of Parks and Wildlife, and shall continue until such 

time as the CEO, on advice of Parks and Wildlife, 

Written correspondence to the CEO 

 

Report submitted to CEO Overall Within 21 days of 

decline being 

identified 
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determines that the remedial actions may cease. 

982:M9.6 Fauna Management 

Plan 

Revisions to the Fauna Management Plan may be 

approved by the CEO on the advice of Parks and 

Wildlife. 

If necessary provide revision of 

management plan to CEO for approval 

Approved Fauna 

Management Plan 

Overall Ongoing   

982:M9.7 Fauna Management 

Plan 

The proponent shall implement approved revisions of 

the Fauna Management Plan required by condition 9-

6. 

Implement approved Fauna 

Management Plan 

Annual CAR Overall Ongoing   

982:M10.1 Residual Impacts and 

Risk Management 

Measures 

(Environmental 

Offsets) 

To offset the impact of mining at the Windarling 

Range W1 deposit on the landscape and geological 

features of the range and local area and related 

conservation values, within 12 months following the 

purchase of the former Ennuin Pastoral Lease by Parks 

and Wildlife, the proponent shall make a financial 

contribution of $50,000 AUD per year over a 5-year 

period (total $250,000 AUD) to Parks and Wildlife, to 

assist with the management of the former Ennuin 

Pastoral Lease. 

  Overall Within 12 months 

of purchase 

  

982:M10.2 Residual Impacts and 

Risk Management 

Measures 

(Environmental 

Offsets) 

To offset the impact of mining at the Windarling 

Range W4 East deposit on the Rare Flora species 

Ricinocarpos brevis, the proponent shall provide a 

minimum financial contribution of $640,000 AUD over 

a five year period for the purpose of undertaking 

works that seek to contribute to the scientific 

understanding of the long term recovery and 

protection of sustainable populations of Ricinocarpos 

brevis at the Windarling Range. The works will 

commence within 12 months following impact to 

Ricinocarpos brevis at the Windarling Range W4 East 

Deposit. The works will be implemented in 

consultation with Parks and Wildlife and to the 

satisfaction of the CEO. 

Develop and implement research 

management plan in adherence to 

condition 10.2 

Kings Park and Botanic 

Garden Restoration and 

Research Plan, Cliffs Asia 

Pacific Iron Ore Pty Ltd, 

Yilgarn Operations – 

Windarling Range 

(Attachment XX)  

Overall Within 12 months 

following impact 

to Ricinocarpos 

brevis  

  

982:M10.3 Residual Impacts and 

Risk Management 

Measures 

(Environmental 

Offsets) 

To offset the impact of mining at the Windarling 

Range W4 East deposit on the Rare Flora species 

Ricinocarpos brevis, the proponent will provide a 

minimum financial contribution of $40,000 AUD for 

the translocation of a proportion of individuals of 

Ricinocarpos brevis that will be removed by mining of 

the Windarling Range W4 East Deposit. The number of 

individuals to be translocated will be subject to 

practicability considerations such as plant size and site 

accessibility. A translocation plan shall be developed 

and implemented by the proponent in consultation 

with Parks and Wildlife, and to the satisfaction of the 

CEO. 

Develop and implement translocation 

plan in adherence to condition 10.3 

Yilgarn Operations 

Windarling Range 

Proposal for 

Translocation of 

Ricinocarpos brevis 

(Attachment XX). 

Windarling Range 

Proposal for 

Translocation of 

Ricinocarpos brevis DEC 

Agreement (Attachment 

XX). 

Overall Ongoing   

982:M11.1 Mine Closure and The proponent shall ensure that the mining Closure, decommissioning and Annual CAR Decommissioning Ongoing   
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Rehabilitation operations are closed, decommissioned and 

rehabilitated in an ecologically sustainable manner, 

consistent with agreed post-mining outcomes and 

land uses, without unacceptable liability to the State 

of Western Australia through implementation of a 

Mine Closure Plan required by condition 11-2. 

rehabilitation to be undertaken in 

accordance with Mine Closure Plan  

982:M11.2 Mine Closure and 

Rehabilitation 

Within 12 months of the date of this Statement, or as 

otherwise agreed by the CEO, the proponent shall 

submit a Mine Closure Plan for the Yilgarn Operations 

to the requirements of the CEO, in consultation with 

Parks and Wildlife and the DMP. The Mine Closure 

Plan shall: (1) be prepared in accordance with the 

Guidelines for Preparing Mine Closure Plans, June 

2011 (Department of Mines and Petroleum and 

Environmental Protection Authority) or its revisions; 

(2) detail the methods to be used for progressive 

rehabilitation of disturbed areas with vegetation 

composed of native species of local provenance such 

that the percentage cover of living vegetation is 

comparable to natural vegetation surrounding the 

proposal; (3) detail the methods, including monitoring 

and recording programs for feral animal populations 

and the health and condition of conservation 

significant flora and vegetation, and conservation 

significant fauna species, including Malleefowl (Leipoa 

ocellata), which will be used to ensure that surface 

water within pit lakes does not result in an increase in 

introduced fauna to a level that may have a 

measurable impact on conservation significant flora 

and vegetation or conservation significant fauna 

species; (4) detail the methods to ensure the 

effectiveness of backfilling in preventing the presence 

of permanent surface water in those pits approved for 

backfilling, following the completion of backfilling, 

unless otherwise approved by the CEO, in consultation 

with Parks and Wildlife; and (5) examine opportunities 

for backfilling the Windarling W3/5 pit voids above 

the watertable, to ensure that impacts on important 

conservation values and any long term liabilities for 

future management are minimised. 

Develop Mine Closure Plan in 

adherence to condition 11.2 

Annual CAR Overall By 24th 

September 2015 

  

982:M11.3 Mine Closure and 

Rehabilitation 

The proponent shall implement the approved Mine 

Closure Plan required by condition 11-2 and 

continue implementation until otherwise agreed 

by the CEO, on the advice of Parks and Wildlife and 

the DMP. 

Implement the approved Mine Closure 

Plan 

Annual CAR Overall Ongoing   
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982:M11.4 Mine Closure and 

Rehabilitation 

Revisions to the Mine Closure Plan may be 

approved by the CEO on the advice of Parks and 

Wildlife and the DMP. 

If necessary provide revision of 

closure plan to CEO for approval 

Approved Mine Closure 

Plan 

Overall  Ongoing   

982:M11.5 Mine Closure and 

Rehabilitation 

The proponent shall implement approved revisions 

of the Mine Closure Plan required by condition 11-4. 

Implement approved Mine Closure 

Plan 

Annual CAR Overall Ongoing   
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